it seems unlikely that the elasticity will be high with respect to the general level wages in the entire "modem ass sector"* Therefore, although it is true that this analysis la?is to the conclusion that wages will be established at seme positive labour-cost minimising level in a labour-surplus economy, one is forced to rely much nsore heavily on institutional factors and government policy as the primary 1 efficiency unit of labour. At this point L -T. workers a would be openly unemployed. This is a stable equilibrium .
If some finae hired unemployed workers at wages lawer than W they would discover that costs par unit of labour were increasing and would therefore reduce the numbers employed.
It seems reasonable to assume that-over » period of trial and error firms would discover that the wage rate ¥ results in lower efficiency-unit costs than any lower wage, thus the wage would not fall and unemployment would pesteist. 1. Demand curves z *e determined by technological factors and commodity market structure. If commodity markets are competitive, the demand curve will be the value -of -aarginal-product curve $ if monopolistic it will be the marginal -value-product curve.
2c
If the labour market is monopsonistic, equilibrium will be the at the point of intersection between the appropriate demand cur^-a and the curve that is marginal to > AC.
